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U.S. Supreme Court Justice Scalia to visit
Law School as DeRoy Fellow

P

lans are proceeding for expansion and
renovation of the Law School's facilities.
Earlier this year, Renzo Piano, architect for the
project, met with the University of Michigan
Board of Regents to acquaint them ~ v i t hhis
ideas for the project.The meeting \vas an
informational one, with no actions proposed o r
voted on.
Prior to the meeting, Piano met with
Law School officials and representatives of
Integrated Design Systems, the Troy, Michiganbased archtectural /engineering firm that also
is worlung on the project.

Hcrc is the U n i ~ , e r s ~Record
g ~ report
on tllc mccting with the Regents, ~vllich
appeared in the Regents Roundup section
of the May 1 9, 2003 issue:
Architect Rcnzo Piano presented
planning concepts for additional classrooms, student support spaces, and faculty
offices for the Law School. The conceptual
goals identified include adding a building
for classrooms and offices at the southeast
corner of the current complex to
complete the quadrangle, and to reveal the
south-side, cathedral view of the William
Cook Legal Research Library by removing
the "stacks" and building a newr student
center entrance to the Quad.

The Law School architecture has made
the complex an extraordinary landmark
on the U-M campus since the late 1920s.
Retaining the architectural integrity while
providing modern, barrier-free facilities with access to new technolop has
been important to the planning process,
\vhch \vas led by a Law School Building
Committee under the leadership of [then-]
Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman ['S I].
Provost Paul N. Courant said the
conceptual presentation to the Regents
was an unusual but important step in
the planning process done in advance of
any formal action by Regents in order

to recognize Lehman's vision and vital
contributions to the programming efforts.
"This is how Jeff Lehman has spent his
last three to four years and it seemed only
right that the handoff of this to the board
be done by him at this last meeting before
he leaves," Courant said.
[Lehman became president of Cornell
University on July 1 .]

U

.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia has accepted an invitation to
visit the Law School the week of November 15, 2004, as a DeRoy Fellow.
Dean Evan H. Caminker, who extended the invitation, said he is pleased that
Justice Scalia can come t o Ann Arbor and looks forward to spending time with
him during his visit.
Justice Scalia was named t o the Supreme Court in 1986 by President Reagan
after serving on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. An
outspoken conservative jurist, Justice Scalia enjoys visiting and speaking at law
schools when his schedule permits. He was a professor of law at the University
ofVirginia and the University of Chcago, a scholar in residcnce at the American
Enterprise Institute, and a visiting professor of law at Georgetown University
and Stanford University.
The DeRoy Fellow~sprogram supports visiting faculty through a gift from
the Detroit-based DeRoy Testamentary Foundation. Philanthropist Helen
DeRoy's other gifts t o the Law School have endo\zred a professorship in her
name, supported clinical education, and established an annual award for the
best student-written Note for the illichigan Law Review.
No detailed schedule for Justice Scalia's visit has yet been determined.
T,vically, a visiting DeRoy Fellow will present a public program as well as meet
with faculty and other members of the Law School community.
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n a way, the class action suit that
University of Michigan Law School
clinical law students filed against the
Michigan Department of Corrections
(MDOC) early this year began with
Jeffrey Muller's plea for help two and onehalf years ago.
Muller was an inmate at the state prison
at Jackson when he contacted the Law

School's clinical program seeking help.
He was suffering from cirrhosis of the
liver, a result of his Hepatitis C, and trying
desperately to get the liver transplant
that was the only way to save his 1ife.The
class action case that students filed last
January, with the American Civil Liberties
Union as co-counsel, claims that inmates

class action
who have Hepatitis C - and there may
be more than 17,000 in Michlgan prisons
- are entitled to the Medicaid/Medicare
level of treatment for this disease.
"It's not a Cadillac we're ashng for,
it's an Escort" notes Clinical Assistant
Professor of Law David Santacroce, who
is supervising students on the class action
case. The idea behind the suit is that prison
inmates are entitled to the same level of
treatment as everyone else.
The suit also seeks to have MDOC
adopt and use an education system that
warns inmates of how they may contract
Hepatitis C -through shared needles,
tattooing, and other means -what
symptoms to look for, and how diet and
exercise can improve outlook in the face
of the disease.
Students began to understand the
epidemic proportions of Hepatitis C
within the prison system as they were
working on the case of Muller, who had
been convicted of driving the getaway
vehcle during an armed robbery. Muller,
who died earlier thls year at age 52, may
have contracted Hepatitis C through the
blood transfusions he had after being
seriously injured in an explosion as a
child, or through intravenous drug use in
early adulthood.
By the time his pleas came to the
Law School clinics, however, his cbsease
was destroying his liver. "I'm going to
die unless I get a liver transplant," he
explained.
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MDOC had been blocking Muller's
evaluation for a transplant. And, to be
sure, his request was coming in the midst
of debate over prisoners' entitlement to
such treatment.
Muller had been seelung evaluation
for a transplant for some time, and the
Corrections Department took him to
the U-M Medical Center for transplant
evaluation. But he was returned to prison
before his evaluation was completed.
Students took Muller's case and filed
suit on his behalf in May 2001. After the
suit was filed, MDOC took him back to
complete his evaluation for transplant, and
in mid-November 2001 transplant officials
notified the Corrections Department
that Muller was a good candidate for a
liver transplant when an organ became
available. But only about 10 days later
MDOC reported that Muller's urine
sample showed he had used marijuana, and
thls positive result immediately removed
Muller from the lineup for a transplant.
"I tended to think it was all over at
this point," Santacroce recalled. "But the
students didn't take no for an answer."
They set to work and found that the
original sample could be retrieved from
the Texas laboratory that analyzed it. Then
they made the complicated arrangements
necessary to get a blood sample from
Muller and ensure protection against
tampering and sent both the blood and
urine samplcs to a laboratory in Windsor,
Ontario, for DNA analysis.

In February, 2002, the results came
back: "Conclusive" DNA anaIysis shows
that the blood and urine samples are from
different people. "Ths wasn't even close,"
according to Santacroce, and MDOC
did not challenge the results. Transplant
officials immediately returned Muller
to the list of people eligible for a liver
transplant.
Santacroce and his students also
began to add a new charge against the
Corrections Department -that Muller's
guards falsified the urine sample in an
effort to harm him -but MDOC end
ran the move by freeing Muller on parole.
After 1S years in prison, he walked out in
November 2002 and returned to Grand
Rapids and his family to await a liver
for his transplant. He began planning to
return to college to study psychology.
"We dropped the case" when Muller
qot his freedom, Santacroce said. But
Muller waited in vain for a liver. He died
last March at age 52.
Meanwhile, Muller's case had been
raising the curtain on the widespread
incidence and lack of treatment for
Hepatitis C within Michigan's and many
of the country's prisons. "Students were
pohng around thc Heaptitis C issue," and
discovered that 15-35 percent of prison
inmatcs are infected. Some ncver show
symptoms, but many will sicken and die.
With 50,000 inmates in Michigan prisons.

tiffs" in the class action suit that the Law
School clinic students have filed.
The case is the second of its kind in
the United States, Santacroce reported.
A similar case was filed in Oregon shortly
before Michigan's. "Jeffrev Muller is
the tip of the iceberg," according to
Santacroce. "There's a \rave of people
behnd hlm."
Santacroce expects the class action suit
\\rill gain momentum during thls 20032004 academic \.ear, and new rounds of
students will work on it.
The educational value of such cases
is incalculable, according to Santacroce.
Students who worked on Muller's case
and nowTthe class action suit get a good
sense of what it is like to work within a
large law firm on a complicated case, he
explained. For example:
Students have learned to network
-the ACLU of Michigan is co-counsel
in the class action.
Students have identified, recruited,
and worked with medical and other
esperts. They worked with medical
esperts to develop a treatment
protocol for Hepatitis C. When the
federal Centcrs for Disease Control
announccd its own protocol later, the
new plan closely paralleled what the
law students already had developed.

Students also worked with public
health and other experts to develop the
education plan that they are proposing.
Students had to find good, appropriate,
and willing clients for the class action,
and had to ensure that the clients'
potential administrative remedies were
exhausted.
"It's good for students to learn to
network and affiliate with other groups,"
explained Santacroce. "Students are
learning that the law can be a tool for
change, that it's not all about winning.
With this Hepatitis C case, there's been
discussion about it. And we've seen some
improvement - MDOC now calls its
[treatment] protocol out of date. We've
qenerated press coverage, and people are
more aware of Hepatitis C."
"Ths case is not about prisons," he
concluded. "Ninety-five to 98 percent
of people in jail get out. They're on the
street. This is a societal problem."

"there could he as many as 17.500 plain-
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e n i c e is an integral part of the legal
profession, and in that spirit each
incoming class - includng summer
starters like these -devotes a day of
its orientation programming to work in
service projects at community agencies.
For dus year7ssummer starters, thls
meant a day during their orientation in
late May working at Dawn Farm, a longterm residential drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility south of Ann Arbor, or at the
Safehouse DomesticViolence Project in
Ann Arbor, a 65-bed facility for battered
women and their children.
You can see from these photos that
there's satisfaction -- yes, even just plain
fun and enjoyment -in the gardening,
cleaning, painting, and other work that
fills Service Day. In these photos from
Dawn Farm, moving clockwise from the
lower right:

At Safe House, which provides counseling and legal advocacy for domestic
violence victims as \\.ell as a secure residential site, volunteers sorted welcome
basket items, cleaned the kitchen, and
worked on garden and landscape areas. At
the lunch break, they heard a talk by Joy
Miller, a legal advocate at Safe House.
Service Day participants gathered at
the Law School for breakfast and busing to
their work sites. They returned to the Law
School in late afternoon for a barbecue
dinner on the Law Quad. Dinner speaker
\\.as Assistant Dean for Public Service
Rob Precht, who discussed the values of
service and outlined the association of
the U n i ~ e r s ~ of
t v Michigan and some of
its students with the birth of the Peace
Corps.

Alayne Speltz of Dawn Farm and
Sharon Renier, a Law School staff
member \\rho volunteered as a leader
for Service Day, introduce law students
to the facility, its programs, and their
work for the day. During the midday
lunch break, Ann Routt of Southeastern
Michigan Legal Services addressed the
students.
Students plant flowers and vegetables at
the facility, a former farm.
Summer startcr Gregory Heath reflects
the hard work and satisfaction of the
d av.
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"Y

ou're looking at the individual,"
Sacha M. Coupet was explaining
to the future chlld advocacy workers who
had come from many parts of the country
to take this special pre-summer internship
training.
"But not just the indwidual.
You're looking at the individual in every
sphere in which they exist." Coupet's
"Gene-0-Gramsn on the flipchart board
drove home her point: Circles representing people and places that shaped
her client's life were labeled with words
like "family," "criminal justice [system],"
"school," "organizations," "faith [church],"
and other identifications that helped to
illustrate and outline the players in the
script of this person's life.
It's an "ecological perspective," Coupet
explained. Much more than simply a legal
perspective, although the law and what it
can and should do is a critical player.
Coupet's audience was the 25 child
advocacy trainees who made up this year's
class of Bergstrom Fellows. Eleven of the
fellows were University of Michigan Law
School students; the others came from
schools in many states. They had come
to Ann Arbor for four days of intensive
training supported by a gift fi-om the

would scatter to many parts of the
country for summer internships with child
advocacy agencies.
Held at the Law School each year on
the three days leading into Memorial Day
weekend, the training includes lectures,
small group discussions, strategizing for and
handling of a case exercise, and courtroom
role playing. Speakers for different parts
of the sessions included Coupet; Clinical
Professor of Law Donald N. Duquette,
director of the Law School's Chld
Advocacy Clinic; Carol J. Boyd, director
of the U-M's Substance Abuse Research
Center; child psycholog~stPamela Ludolph;
and Washtenaw County Family Court Judge
Nancy C. Francis, '74.
In a way, Coupet's role as teacher in
these sessions was a closing of the circle:
She had been a Bergstrom Fellow in 1998
during the summer between her first
and second years at the University of
Pennsylvania Law School.
Coupet earned her B. A. from
Washington University, and received her
Ph.D. in clinical psychology horn the
University of Michigan. She clerked for
the Hon. Joseph A. Greenaway Jr. of the
U.S. District Court for the District of
New Jersey, and for the Hon.Theodore

A. McKee of the U.S. Court ofAppeals
for theThrd Circuit. She joined the U-M
Law School faculty as an assistant clinical
professor of law last fall.
"I've always seen law as a helping
profession," explains Coupet, who grew
up in New Jersey near NewYork City and
early on considered becoming a physician.
"Law and psychology both are helping
professions, and they go hand in hand. It's
hard for me to separate my legal analysis
from my therapeutic analysis."
For example, she explained, initial
examination and interviewing of a client
"feels like a mental health assessment
- one that includes legal dimensions
and taking into account how any legal
placement will affect the chld."
The academic, theoretical framework
that best reflects this interdisciplinary
approach is called "therapeutic jurisprudence," a phrase coined by researchers
David B. Wexler and Bruce J. Winick in
the early 1990s.Winick defines therapeutic jurisprudence this way:
"Therapeutic jurisprudence is the study
of law's healing potential. An interdisciplinary approach to legal scholarship
that has a law reform agenda, therapeutic
jurisprudence seeks to assess the law and

how it is applied and to affect legal change
designed to increase the former and
diminish the latter. It is a mental health
approach to law that uses the tools of the
behavioral sciences to assess law's therapeutic impact, and when consistent with
other important legal values, to reshape
law and legal processes in ways that can
improve the psychological functioning and
emotional well-being of those affected."
In other words, Coupet explained, you
ask yourself "What should happen?"
University of Michigan Law School
students among tlus year's Bergstrom
Fellows, and their summer placements,
included: Deborah Atlas (Lawyers for
Children Inc., New York); Andrew Bauer
(Legal-Aid Society, Bronx, New York);
Lynne Berndt (Child Advocacy Law
Clinic, Ann Arbor); Meg Davis (Michjgan
Association for Children with Emotional
Disorders, Southfield, Michigan);
Laurel Dumont (The Partnership for
the Homeless, NewYork); Robbin Pott
Gonzales (Child Advocacy Law Clinic,
Ann Arbor); Elizabeth Husa (Children's
Law Center, Charlotte, North Carolina);
Sara11 McDonald (Lawyers for Children

Ann Arbor); Ronika Surnlin (Kidsvoice,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania); and Elizabeth
Wei (Child Advocacv Law Clinic, Ann
Arbor).

Inc., NewYork); Daniel Rubin (Student
Advocacy Center of Michigan,

Bergstrom Foundation, and afterward
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A

s he concludes his demonstration o f a
closing argument for the sentencing phase

o f a capital case, instructor Tony A4oss adds up
the seconds, minutes, and hours o f h i s client's
l f e and explains to the j u v that a votefor
execution would annihilate his client's lifefor
the heinous actions he took during less than

1 / 1 1 0,000 o f h i s l f e to that point.
Finally, my client's l f e passes yrom my hand
t o yours,"Moss tells the j u y . 2 n d remember, this
is a l f e that isfragile. Please, please, handle it
with care."
Moss'session is the last i n the six-day
Clarence Darrow Death Penalty Defense
College. Collegefounder/director Andrea Lyon
follows him and ends this year's college with
this story:
No "reasonable doubt case,"this one. 7ivo
drug-addictedyoung men i n their 20s commit a
double homicide during a robbery. Lyon, representing one ofthe defendants, asks, "What are
y o u going to do with your l f e . You knou:
going to get l f e or a long, long time."
"You know, Ms. Lyon,"her client answers, "I'd
really like to learn to read."lyon-locates a tutor,
and

by the time o f h i s trial, her client can read

at a second grade level. He is sentenced to 80
years i n an Illinois prison.
He works i n the prison kitchen, earns a
couple ofdollars a day, and keeps i n touch with
his lawyer. "He writes,"Lyon says. "Or, rat her, he
prints."And with his earnings, "he supports two
children i n Africa. No one should be measured

by only the worst thing he has done i n his lfe."
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Don't leave the facts of your client's
life, and, pcrhaps, his wrongdoing,
hanging alone in the courtroom air. Use
them instead as the building blocks of your
client's life, his chldhood, relationships,
education or lack of schooling, all the
parts of one person's life that also may be
some parts of everyone's 1ife.That's how
you make your client a real person to the
jury members who will decide h s fate.
That's Kevin Randolph's advice to
attorneys in capital crimes cases, advice he
delivered as well as demonstrated at the
Clarence Darrow Death Penalty Defense
College, held at the Law School in May.
Randolph practices mostly criminal
law in Connecticut and is a member of
the Connecticut Special Public Defender
Committee. He was one of many faculty
members who drew on professional
expertise and first-hand experience in
their presentations.
The annual college, founded and
directed by Andrea Lyon, an associate
clinical professor at DePaul College of
Law in Chicago, is sponsored by thc
U-MLaw School, DePaul, the American
Bar Association, National Association of
Criminal Defcnse Laylvers, and Office of
the State Appellate Defendcr of Illinois.
Named for the famous civil rights and
capital crimes attorney Clarencc Darro~v,
who attended the University of Michigan
Law School, the annual program brings
together capital defensc attorneys from
across the nation for six days of intense
discussion, training, stratcgizing, and
mutual support.

Participants spent the mornings in
closed and private small group discussions, often going over actual cases. In
the afternoons, they attended sessions
on topics ranging from "Brainstorming
the Case" and a demonstration of jury
selection to "Creati\,e Motions Practice,"
"Capital Case Negotiations," "Investigating
and Presenting Mitigation Evidence,"
and "How Juries Perceive Mitigation
Evidence ."
There also were demonstrations of
opening and closing arguments conducted
bv Miami, Florida-based practitioner Tony
Moss. A faculty member for the college
since it began in 2001, Moss received the
college's first Clarence Darrow Award thls
year for h s dedcation to the program.
Lyon, who also directs the DePaul Center
for Justice in Capital Cases and formerly
taught at U-M Law school, presented the
award to Moss.
Among other speakers for the college
\Irere: Samuel R. Gross, the Thomas G.
and Mabel Long Professor of Law at
the University of Michigan Law School,
\vho discussed aspects of the ethical ties
that link attorneys to their clients; Kelly
Gleason, deputy counsel in the Capital
Division of the Tennessee District Public
Defenders Conference, who spoke on
representing clients nrith mental or
emotional difficulties; San Diego solo
practitioner John Lanahan; and clinical
psychologist I. Bruce Frumkin, director
of Miami-based Forensic and Clinical
Psychology Asst>ciates P.A., \vhich also has
offices in Chicago and Philadelphia.
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